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Corporate Performance Report Quarter Two 2019-2020  

 

Summary: We present the second quarterly corporate performance report of this 
financial year, covering July-September 2019. 

The report describes progress made on the performance measures set 
out at the back of our 2019-2020 Annual Operating Plan. 

For each measure we have indicated how confident the measure owner 
is in achieving this measure by the end of the year. We have high 
confidence we will achieve 15 measures and medium confidence we will 
achieve two of them.  

Risks: There is a risk on the corporate risk register relevant to this report:  
The impact of the UK leaving the EU reduces our ability to deliver 
against our statutory purpose as well as the actions and targets set out 
in our Corporate Plan and Annual Operating Plan. 

Resource and 
Staffing 
Implications: 

There are no resource implications highlighted in this report. 

Equality: Examples of the work we are doing to embed equality and human rights 
in all our work are included in the Chief Executive’s Report to the Board 
and the Annual Report and Accounts.   

Environmental and 
Carbon Impact: 

Progress towards decreasing our greenhouse gas emisisons is 
described in measure 15. 

Purpose and 
audience of the 
report: 

For information. 
Agency Management Team, Agency Board, Scottish Government and 
Public. 

Report Author: Craig Ballantyne, Junior Business Consultant 
Anne Turner, Business Strategy Manager 
Jo Green, Chief Officer, Performance & Innovation 
 
12 November 2019 
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Corporate Performance Report Quarter Two 2019-2020 

 
1. Introduction 

This is the second quarterly performance report describing progress towards the measures set 
out in our Annual Operating Plan 2019-2020. 
 
The measures are described briefly in this report but at the top of each page there is a 
hyperlink to a document which provides more detail about each of them. 

 
2. Performance 
 At the end of September we have met one measure and have high confidence that we are on 

track to achieve another 13. We have medium confidence that we will achieve two further 
measures. 

 
Areas of significant progress include: 
 
Measure 7: Make the waste sector less attractive to criminals. We have met our target to 

participate in at least five multi-agency operations to disrupt waste crime. 

Measure 1: Sector plans. We have made excellent progress in the development of sector 
plans this quarter, with the publication of  three final plans and a further plan’s consultation 
period closed. We now have 14 sector plans published in total. 
 
Measure 2: Sustainable Growth Agreements. The Leven Programme Partnership 
Sustainable Growth Agreement was signed in July 2019, with the Leven Programme 
Partnership formally launched at the same time.  
 
Measure 11: Water environment diffuse pollution. We made a first re-visit to a further 88 
farms this quarter (41 visits in quarter one).  To date, 91% of the farms we’ve visited were 
either compliant or working towards compliance. 
 
Measure 15: Greenhouse gas emissions. Our emissions continue to be lower than than the 
same period last year. Transport emissions have fallen 16.6% and emissions from electriciety 
and gas in our buildings fell by 14.2% 
 
Measure 16: Organisational efficiencies.  Confidence that we will manage our operating 
expenditure within the income forecase for the year has moved from medium to high. We have 
now identified the savings needed to ensure operating expenditure is within budget. 
 
The measures where our confidence is medium are: 
 
Measure 3: Clearer permits. This measure has moved to medium confidence as the work to 
develop new permit templates is proving more challenging than was originally expected. We 
want to ensure that we have fully engaged all relevant parties at the right stage of 
development, which may take longer than originally planned. 
 
Measure 6: Make the waste sector less attractive to criminals. As resource was focused 
on implementing the restructure of the Complance and Beyond Portfolio, work  to carry out a 
duty of care campaign in the housing and infrastructure sectors has fallen behind schedule. 
We are currently developing the campaign, but we are also re-scoping this work.and the 
resource needed to deliver it. 
 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
https://sectors.sepa.org.uk/
https://sectors.sepa.org.uk/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/one-planet-prosperity/sustainable-growth-agreements/leven-programme-partnership/
https://www.sepa.org.uk/one-planet-prosperity/sustainable-growth-agreements/leven-programme-partnership/
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3. Recommendations 

The Board is asked to note and comment on the contents of this report. 
 
 
Craig Ballantyne, Junior Business Consultant 
Anne Turner, Business Strategy Manager 
Jo Green, Chief Officer, Performance & Innovation 
 
12 November 2019 
 
Appendix 1: Corporate performance report  
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4 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

Increase in 
the number of 
sector plans 

1. Sector Plans 

Publish a plan for 
every sector by the end 
of March 2021. 

 

1. Identify the Sectors 
we will publish a 
Sector Plan for, 
along with the 
proposed timeline 
for their publication 
(August 2019). 

2. Identify Sector 
Sponsor and 
Sector 
Development Plan 
Leads for all 
Sectors (December 
2019). 

3. Initiate the 
development of 10 
Sector Plans 

4. Publish nine sector 
plans 

John Kenny Remains High 

 

New sectors identified Sector Sponsor and 
Development Lead 
identified 

Plans in draft Plans in consultation Quarter when plans 
were published 

Tyres    Q1 

Oil and gas decommissioning    Q1 

Leather    Q1 

Water supply and waste water    Q1 

Nuclear power generation and 
decommissioning 

   Q1 

Dairy processing    Q1 

Housing    Q1 

Strategic infrastructure    Q1 

Dairy production    Q2 

Crop production    Q2 

Finfish aquaculture    Q2 

Chemical manufacturing     

Forestry and wood processing     

 
We have made excellent progress in the development of sector plans this quarter, with the publication of  three final sector plans and a further plan’s 
consultation period closed. We now have 14 Sector Plans published in total2. The Forestry and wood processing plan is now in the post-consultation 
engagement phase before final design and publication stages. The Chemical manufacturing plan is on hold to take on board wider strategic stakeholder 
concerns. 
 
Work to identify and agree the next tranche of plans for development is well underway. This quarter we announced the remaining sector plans to be 
developed by 31 March 2021. The Sector Sponsors and Sector Devlopment Plan Leads for the next three plans have been selected and the scoping 
phase has commenced. The identification of the sector sponsor and sector plan development leads for the remaining sectors is progressing. We fully 
expect to initiate the development of the next seven plans in the coming quarter therefore meeting our target to initiate the development of 10 Sector 
Plans. 

                                                           
 
2 The three sectors published last year were Landfill, Metals, and Scotch Whisky. 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
https://sectors.sepa.org.uk/
https://sectors.sepa.org.uk/plans-to-be-developed/
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5 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

Increase in 
the number of 
Sustainable 
Growth 
Agreements 

2. Sustainable growth 
agreements 

Agree at least two 
Sustainable Growth 
Agreements to 
specifically showcase 
low carbon innovation 

Jo Green Remains High 

 

Total number of Sustainable 
Growth Agreements 

Agreed this year Agreed this quarter Reviewed this quarter 

8  1 1  0 

 
Our confidence level is high for this measure. We have signed one Sustainable Growth Agreement showcasing low carbon innovation this quarter and 
expect another to be delivered in the coming months. A potential breakthrough partnership could also be delivered by the end of the financial year. In 
addition, we are working towards several other Sustainable Growth Agreements that will also showcase low carbon initiatives and innovation. 
 

1. The Leven Programme Partnership Sustainable Growth Agreement was signed in July 2019, with the Leven Programme Partnership formally 
launched at the same time. As part of the agreement we will work with partners to establish tools and projects that will demonstrate how the Leven 
community can move from having been a high carbon community in the past, to being a low carbon community of the future.  
 
The short term goals of the agreement are on track to be achieved. This includes the Connectivity Project; an inclusive growth project focused on 
the final 5km of the River Leven. This flagship project will deliver environmental river improvements, develop a series of paths to connect the 
isolated communities to and along the river, and unlock opportunities on the vacant and derelict land. Feasibility, scoping and community 
engagement will all take place by the end of 2019. This will be the Partnership’s priority deliverable over the next three years. As a partner on the 
Programme Board, we are developing workstreams to deliver the other key outcomes of the Sustainable Growth Agreement and will be identifying 
partners to lead on them by the end of the year. 
 

2. Progress towards a Sustainable Growth Agreement with Midlothian Council and Shawfair LLP (a joint venture of Buccleuch Property and 
Mactaggart and Mickel) for the Millerhill area of Shawfair is continuing. We will engage Chief Executives from all parties in the process. 
 

3. The Clyde Low Carbon Heating, Cooling and Storage Partnership has decided to work with us informally instead of through a Sustainable Growth 
Agreement. We recently met with energy colleagues from the Scottish Government. This was to update them on the work of the Partnership. They 
support the Partnership working to identify local opportunities in the Clyde area. We will hold a similar meeting with the Planning Department 
soon. After this, we will arrange a follow-up meeting with the Partnership. This will be to agree an action plan for the next two years. The plan will 
focus on local opportunities, challenges, and lessons learned. 

  

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
https://www.sepa.org.uk/one-planet-prosperity/sustainable-growth-agreements/leven-programme-partnership/
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6 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

All permits 
have 
obligations 
which are 
clearer 

3. Clearer permits 

This year we will have 
new permit templates 
for four sectors: Finfish 
aquaculture; Landfill; 
Metals and Scotch 
Whisky sectors. 

 

We will begin issuing 
permits in the new 
template in the 
following sectors:  

 

 Finfish aquaculture 
sector: 60-70% of 
286 permits for 
operational sites;  

 Landfill sector: all 
permits for the 12 
priority sites 

 Metals sector: all 
permits for the 30 
failing sites 

Ian 
Buchanan 

Moved from 
High to 
Medium 

This measure has moved to medium confidence as the work to develop new permit templates is proving more challenging than was originally expected. 
We want to ensure that we have fully engaged all relevant parties at the right stage of development, which may take longer than originally planned. We 
are currently re-scoping the resource needed to deliver this work. 
 

Sector Discovery Consultation 
Template 
issued 

Percentage of planned 
licences in new licence 
template 

Finfish 
aquaculture 

Completed Completed Yes Two new fish farm 
applications are currently 
being determined using 
the new template. Scoping 
of review work underway. 

Landfill Advanced stage – finalising of small number of conditions 
and guidance to be completed.  

Consultation due to be 
published by 31 October. 

No    

Metals Final stages of discovery work.  Formal external consultation still 
to be undertaken. 

No  

Scotch 
Whisky 

Ongoing work on water policy and regulatory approach.  Formal  external consultation 
still to be undertaken 

No  

 

Other Permit Development 

Medium combustion plant  Template issued  

Clinical waste management  Pending final sign off – due for issue imminently 

Controlled Activity Regulations Herbicides. Discovery completed – due for issue imminently 

Engineering template for large 
infrastructure projects. 

Discovery in early stages. Ongoing work on water policy and regulatory approach. 

 

Fewer 
instances of 
poor 
environmental 
performance 

4. Decreasing non-
compliance 

Reduce the number of 
licences classed as 
very poor at the end of 
March 2019. 

Ian 
Buchanan 

Remains High 

 

Reporting year  2019-2020 Q1 2019-2020 Q2 

Number very poor at start of year 51 51 

Number assessed year to date 17 30 

Number of these which are still very poor this year 2 5 

Percentage reduction of those assessed year to date  83.3% 

 

Year 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 

Overall percentage reduction 66% 75% 52.5% 
 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
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7 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

5. Persistently failing 
sites 

Reduce the number of 
licences which were 
non-compliant for two 
years or more at the 
end of March 2019. 

Ian 
Buchanan 

Remains High 

 

Reporting year  
2019-2020 

Q1 
2019-2020 

Q2 

Number non-compliant at start of year 183 183 

Number assessed year to date 93 116 

Number of these which are still very poor this year 35 53 

Percentage reduction of those assessed year to date  54.3% 
 

Year 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 

Overall percentage reduction 44% 45% 40% 36.8% 

Eradication of 
waste crime 

6. Make the waste 
sector less attractive 
to criminals 

This year we will carry 
out duty of care 
campaigns in the 
housing and 
infrastructure sectors. 

Ian 
Buchanan 

Moved from 
high to 
Medium 

This measure has moved from high to medium confidence. Work on the duty of care campaign was delayed as resource was focused on implementing 
the restructure in the Compliance and Beyond Portfolio. We are currently developing the campaign, but we are also re-scoping this work and the 
resource needed to deliver. 
 
Internal training is being developed for relevant staff to ensure they understand duty of care in relation to the housing and strategic infrastructure sectors. 
We are aiming to deliver this by March 2020. 
 
The creation of external training is also underway to ensure the sectors understand their duty of care obligations. This includes an e-learning package 
which will be delivered by NetRegs. It will be aimed at both housing development managers and their onsite staff. 
 
In January, we will hold an awareness-raising event in partnership with Zero Waste Scotland. This event will focus specifically on housing and duty of 
care. We will provide information on existing regulations while Zero Waste Scotland will offer support on compliance and moving beyond compliance in 
the sector. 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
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8 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

7. Make the waste 
sector less attractive 
to criminals 

This year we will 
participate in at least 
five multi-agency 
operations to disrupt 
waste crime. 

Ian 
Buchanan 

Target 
achieved 

We have met our target to participate in at least five multi-agency operations. We will continue to seek opportunities to disrupt waste crime via multi-
agency operations and report our progress. 
 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Number of operations 
completed each quarter 

3 2  
 

 
 

 

Number Operation name Details 

5 Operation Mode Operation Mode took place on 25 September. We worked with Police Scotland, British Transport Police and 
Borders Patrol. This was part of an annual multi-agency operation where partners come together to disrupt and 
detect crime across public or private transportation links. A check was completed on vehicles crossing to/from 
Cairnryan Port. Our involvement was to assess waste being transported to and from Ireland to ensure that it 
complied with transfrontier and duty of care waste legislation. The day was a success with many vehicles being 
checked, useful intelligence gathered and guidance and advice provided. 

4 Operation Pintail On 23 July 2019, we took the lead in a multi-agency operation alongside Police Scotland concerning an 
unauthorised waste site in Renfrewshire. This was an intelligence-led operation which resulted in on the ground 
intervention successfully halting the importation and burial of mixed waste that was suspected to have originated 
from England. 

3 Operation Alternate This campaign was co-ordinated by Police Scotland to reduce criminality and casualties on Scotland’s roads. We 
participated in a multi-agency day of action alongside Police Scotland and HM Revenue and Customs. We 
participated in road stops with a focus on waste crime. 

2 Shut Out Scammers 
- North Ayrshire 

We are actively involved in these multi-agency campaigns aimed at raising awareness of doorstep offenders who 
cold-call people and scam them out of money; and where this impacts the legal collection, transport, and disposal of 
waste.  1 Shut Out Scammers 

- North Lanarkshire 

 
 

8. Make the waste 
sector less attractive 
to criminals 

This year we will use 
intelligence to tackle at 
least three significant 
illegal waste sites. 

Ian 
Buchanan 

Remains High 

 

 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

No of sites being 
investigated each quarter 

4 6   

No of site investigations 
closed each quarter 

0 1   

 
Operation Magpie 
 
This investigation, which was closed this quarter, involved a multi-agency response to a site in Newtongrange where waste was being illegally stored and 
cement batching was taking place without authorisation. As the activity was related to Serious and Organised Crime, we worked with Police Scotland and 
the Driver and Vehicle Licensing Agency to disrupt it. 
 
Of the three associated businesses working from the site, two have stopped operating and one now takes waste to a SEPA-licensed facility.  
 
Early intervention allowed us to stop the illegal operations becoming established and causing long-term, low-level pollution and public nuisance which 
would draw a lot of resource from regional teams and create anxiety within the surrounding community. Legitimate waste businesses would also have 
been impacted. It may well have resulted in some legitimate businesses ceasing to operate in the area, not only because they would have been undercut 
financially but also because of the violence and aggression threat that comes with Serious Organised Crime linked activities. 
 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
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9 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

Improvement 
in the quality 
of Scotland’s 
environment 

9. Water environment 
– physical condition. 

Increase the length of 
river where physical 
condition is restored. 

 

This year we will 
progress two projects 
towards initiation of 
onsite groundworks, 
complete options 
development for 
projects in two other 
communities and 
develop partnerships 
for projects in three 
further communities. 

John Kenny Remains High 

 

Project Name Partnership 
initiation 

Scoping/ 
Options 

Appraisal 

Design Onsite Complete Outcome 

Brothock Water            

Den Burn           

River Leven           

Allander Water   Q4         

Luggie Water   Q4         

Park Water/Stand Burn   Q4         

River Nith (Phase 1)           

River Nith (Phase 2)           

River Levern      Q4       

Tollcross     Q3   

 = Completed,  = Targeted completion date 
 
Our confidence in achieving our targets for this measure remains high. 
 
Partnership initiation - To date this year, we have developed partnerships for projects in six communities. 
 
Onsite groundworks - We have initiated onsite groundworks for the River Nith project in the New Cumnock community and are expecting groundworks 
for the Tollcross project to begin by the end of December 2019.  
 
Options development - We have completed options development for the River Levern, a tributary of the White Cart water. The tender for detailed 
design work for this project has now been awarded by the local authority lead. We are on track to complete options development for three more projects 
by the end of December 2019 as shown in the table above. 
   

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
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10 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

10. Water 
environment – Fish 
barriers. 

Increase the length of 
river where fish 
movement is not 
restricted by man-
made barriers 

 

This year we will 
develop partnerships 
for at least two historic 
barriers.  At least three 
projects will reach full 
project design or onsite 
groundworks initiation. 

John Kenny Remains High 

 

Project Name Partnership 
initiation 

Scoping/ 
Options 

Appraisal 

Design Onsite Complete Outcome 

Gateside Weir      
 

Kinness Burn (Barrier 1) 
 

    
 

Kinness Burn (Barrier 2) 
 

    
 

Gottar Water 
 

 ►   
 

Limefield Falls 
 

    
 

Garlogie 
 

►    
 

Bronie Burn        

River Leven (Barrier 1)      
 

River Leven (Barrier 2)      
 

► = Moved onto next phase 
 
In Quarter 1, we reported that, following initial scoping and ownership investigation, two partnerships intended to remove barriers on Kinness Burn would 

no longer proceed as Water Environment Fund fundable projects as they do not meet the criteria.  Alternative proposals have been investigated and two 

additional barriers on the River Leven now identified. These are being progressed with anticipated Partnership initiation by Quarter 4. 

 

Groundworks at Gottar Water were delayed by one month because of the timing of the tender award and initiation of works. The project has now moved 

from the Design to the onsite phase and groundworks commenced in July. Completion still expected to occur in Quarter 3. 

 

Detailed design work for the Limefield falls project is underway and we will recieve the final report from the consultant at the beginning of Quarter 3. This 

was originally expected to be completed at the end of Quarter 2, but there was a short delay in finalising the report. 

 
Additional flood modelling at Garlogie Dam has been completed and project design confirmed. Due to the timing of flood modelling and planning 
agreement with the local authority, groundworks for Garlogie have now been delayed until 2020-2021. This was originally scheduled to start in Quarter 3. 
 

11. Water 
environment – diffuse 
pollution  

Achieve more than 
80% uptake of required 
actions to alleviate 
diffuse pollution after 
first follow-up visits to 
non-compliant farms.  

Ian 
Buchanan 

Remains High 

Year 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018  2018-2019 Q2 2019 - 2020* 

Percentage uptake 88% 83% 86% 88% 87% 91% 

*Year to date 
 

190 follow-up visits were completed in Quarter 2. Of these, 88 were first revisits with 88% becoming compliant or working towards compliance at that 
visit. 

Achievement 
of milestones 
to deliver the 
next flood risk 
management 
strategies 

12. Flood risk 
management 
strategies 

This year we will be 
updating the critical 
methodology used to 
appraise and prioritise 
the actions in the next 
strategies 

David Pirie Remains High 

As previously reported, the development of flood risk management strategies, due for publication in 2021, is now well underway. We are currently in the 
process of refining our underlying approach and supporting methods. 
 
We have developed draft objectives and decided on where flood risk management activity will be targeted. We are working with responsible authorities to 
review and refine these.  
 
The contract to support this work and further develop our evidence base will be carried out jointly by the consultants RPS and Jacobs. 
 
Wider early engagement with key partners and stakeholders is continuing in advance of a formal consultation planned for 2020. 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
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11 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

Increase in 
the number of 
properties 
covered by 
flood warning 
schemes 

13. Flood warning 
schemes 

This year we will 
deliver the Ayr and 
Annick schemes which 
cover at least another 
200 properties with a 
flood warning scheme. 

David Pirie Remains High 

 

Stage Progress Update 

Project scoping  Project scoping is now complete. All available data from rain gauges and river flows has been 

reviewed and quality-checked. We have completed survey work to identify locations for new 

gauges. 

Commissioning modelling 

contract 

 This is complete. A modelling contract has been awarded to JBA Consulting. 

Feasibility Study  This is complete. JBA Consulting has produced the report which details the approach that will be 

taken. 

Model development In progress We have received and are currently reviewing the draft models. 

Systems integration To be started Scheduled in plan for next work period 

Training and Communications To be started Scheduled in plan for next work period 

Flood warning service begins To be started Scheduled in plan for next work period 

 
 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
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12 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

Improvement 
to our 
services 
based on 
customer 
feedback 

14. Consultation 

Consult and engage on 
areas of our services. 

 

We will report on the 
progress of 
consultations that take 
place this year. 

Jo Green Remains High 

 

Consultation title Launched Completed  Number of responses received 

The use of biomass or feed to regulate the organic output from marine pen 
fish farming to the environment 

3 October 2019 




SEPA Flood Risk Management Procurement Framework 2 October 2019  

Waste data 2 September 2019  

Forestry and wood processing sector plan 1 July 2019   

SEPA's WEEE charging scheme consultation 18 April 2019 Q1 2 

Water supply and waste water treatment sector plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 51 

Nuclear Power Generation and Decommissioning Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 20 

Leather Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 10 

Housing Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 51 

Crop Production Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 39 

Chemicals Manufacturing Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 23 

Strategic Infrastructure (Transport and Utilities) Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 47 

Dairy Processing Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 11 

Dairy Production Sector Plan 21 December 
2018 

Q1 22 

 

Consultation analysis 
 
Analysis of responses to the WEEE charging scheme consultation have been completed. We received two responses and the scheme is consistent with 
the comments made. 
 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/regulatory-services/biomassfeed/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/regulatory-services/biomassfeed/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/evidence-and-flooding/sepa-flood-risk-management-procurement-framework/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/communications/waste-data-consultation/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/forestry-wood-processing-sector-plan/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/evidence-and-flooding/sepas-weee-charging-scheme-consultation/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/water-waste-water-treatment/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/nuclear-power-generation-and-decommissioning/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/leather/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/housing/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/crop-production/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/chemicals-manufacturing/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/strategic-infrastructure-transport-utilities/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/dairy-processing/
https://consultation.sepa.org.uk/sector-plan/dairy-production/
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13 
1 A measure of how confident the measure owner is in achieving this measure by the year end. 

Corporate 
Plan 
measure 

Annual Operating 
Plan measure 

AMT 
member Confidence1 Performance 

Reduction in 
our 
greenhouse 
gas 
emissions 

15. Greenhouse gas 
emissions 

Introduce new 
greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction 
targets that exceed our 
fair share of targets set 
for Scotland in the 
forthcoming Climate 
Change Act. 

 

This year we will also 
reduce our carbon 
emissions by 47% 
when set against our 
baseline emissions in 
2007. We will achieve 
this by 31 March 2020. 

Fiona 
Martin 

Remains High 

The Scottish Climate Change Bill was passed by Parliament on 25 September. The Bill sets a target of net zero emissions for Scotland by 2045 and 
increases the interim 2030 milestone from 70% to 75%. The national target for net zero emissions by 2045 and the interim goals will feed into setting a 
new target for SEPA to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  
 
SEPA exceeded the target to reduce greenhouse gases from the baseline set in 2006-2007 by 42% by 31 March 2019. Work is underway this year to 
develop a plan to achieve net zero and set appropriate forward targets.  In the interim, for we are aiming to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to achieve 
a 47% reduction against the 2006/2007 baseline by 2020. 
 
We have high confidence that this measure will be achieved and we are already on track by making reductions in travel and building energy emissions 
this year. At the end of Quarter 2, transport emissions have fallen by 16.6% compared to the same period last year. A breakdown showing the methods 
of travel can be found below.  
 
Emissions from electricity and gas use in our buildings fell by 14.2% for the same period. 
 
For the year to date, transport accounts for 48% of our total emissions and gas and electricity account for 46%. The emissions for our survey vessel, the 
Sir John Murray account for a further 6% of the total. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

* “Carbon dioxide equivalent” is a measure which allows our different greenhouse gas emissions to be compared on a like-for-like basis relative to one unit of carbon 
dioxide.  

Travel mode 

Year to date 

(tonnes 

carbon 

dioxide 

equivalent*) 

Percent 

change 

Air 32.48 -32.6% 

Business car 

miles 
186.87 -22.5% 

Ferry 0.68 -27.8% 

Pool cars 123.81 0.9% 

Rail 39.10 -14.7% 

Total 382.94 -16.6% 

Building Energy 

Year to date 

(tonnes 

carbon 

dioxide 

equivalent*) 

Percent 

change 

Electricity 330.6 -13.9% 

Gas 28.90 -16.4% 

Total 359.5 -14.2% 

Achievement 
of annual 
efficiency 
savings 

16. Organisational 
efficiencies 

Manage operating 
expenditure within 
income forecast for the 
year. 

Stuart 
McGregor 

Moved from 
Medium to 

High 

The Agency Management Team has been meeting regularly to reprioritise the use of resources needed to finalise the organisations new structure and 
prepare it for the transition to our new ways of working. 
 
At the end of September, the Agency Management Team had identified savings in earlier forecast costs for the year to ensure operating expenditure 
incurred in the year is within budget. We now expect to meet our financial targets at the end of the year. 

17. Cost recovery 

Recover at least 97% 
of our costs across our 
charging schemes. 

Stuart 
McGregor 

High Our current forecast shows we will achieve cost recovery of 98% in 2019-2020, 1% greater than target. 

 

https://www.sepa.org.uk/media/375526/corporate-performance-measures-explanations-2019-2020.pdf

